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from our secretary
A ‘strong constitution’ is required
by Pastor John Surridge, BUC Executive Secretary

hen I first heard that my name was
being considered to serve the church
as Executive Secretary of the British
Union Conference, I started to do a bit of
research. What kind of skills would I need?
What kind of help would I get? How much
actual work would be involved?
Among the numerous pieces of advice that
I received was one which particularly stuck
in my mind and which may be the most
important among my new responsibilities:
‘You’ll need a strong constitution!’
Now my initial understanding was that the
person was referring to the long office hours,
tedious committees and extensive travel
involved. ‘A strong constitution’ is something
you need when faced with an onerous task, a
plate of unpalatable food, or a particularly
malodorous cleaning job. So, yes, I could see
that the requirement made sense.
However, I later realised that the advice
carried a much more important meaning. My
very first assignment as Executive Secretary,
on the second day of this year’s BUC Session
at Newbold College, was to chair the business
session dealing with ‘the constitution’. This
kind of ‘constitution’ is a totally different kettle
of fish. It is the set of principles which define
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who we are and how we operate as a church.
Until recently I hadn’t given it much
thought. I’m a fourth-generation Seventh-day
Adventist and I love and care deeply for my
church. The church has always been there for
me and I assumed that it always would be.
But the church does not exist by chance. The
fact that we are here, still together despite our
diversity, and growing faster than most
churches in the world, is at least partly due to
the painstaking work of those who, over the
last hundred years or so, have carefully
crafted our constitution.
We are not Seventh-day Adventists just
because we believe in the Sabbath and the
second coming of Jesus. We are not Seventhday Adventists because we watch a particular
Adventist television channel. We are Seventhday Adventists because all of us, from the
humblest administrative office to the largest
megachurch, adhere to the principles which
define us in the Church Manual, the General
Conference’s Working Policy, and, as we work
this out in our local fields, our own
constitution documents.
Is this really important? Well, yes, I’m
afraid it is. There are forces within our own
church which are, right now, trying to divide

us. ‘We don’t need the church structure,’ they
say. ‘We don’t need a set of documents to tell
us what to do!’
These damaging forces have been with
us right from the start, and they led to the
production of the first Church Manual in 1932.
As far back as 1875 Ellen White wrote this:
‘The church of Christ is in constant peril.
Satan is seeking to destroy the people of God,
and one man’s mind, one man’s judgement, is
not sufficient to be trusted. Christ would have
His followers brought together in church
capacity, observing order, having rules and
discipline, and all subject one to another,
esteeming others better than themselves.’
Testimonies for the Church, vol. 3, p. 445.
As a church we actually do have a strong
constitution. At the BUC Session we voted to
strengthen ours still further by bringing it more
closely into harmony with the world church.
But we need to be vigilant. On your local
church boards, and on the various other
committees which keep the church operating,
listen out for the negative and divisive voices.
When you hear them, challenge them! It won’t
be easy. You may need to be assertive. In fact
you may need ‘a strong constitution’ to defend
who we are and what we have as a church.

Constitutional reform at BUC Session
How many Christians does it take to change a light bulb? It’s one of those perennial jokes. For
Charismatics, apparently, it’s only one – as their hands are already in the air. For the Baptists, it’s
at least 15: one to change the light bulb, and the rest to approve the change and arrange the food
for the potluck lunch. The list can go on – just google it.
For Seventh-day Adventists at the British Union Session on Friday, 1 July 2016, it took 241:
this being the number of delegates who sat through more than four hours of constitutional
minutiae in order to bring the present constitution in line with the General Conference’s present
model and the UK Charity Commission requirements.
Most changes were fairly academic, though time-consuming, as a two-thirds majority is
needed for any change. With electronic voting, that takes roughly 90 seconds per item.
The longest section of discussion related to Article 9, and involved a suggestion to move
back to an earlier model for the timing and functioning of the Nominating Committee for Union
Sessions. In the current system the Recommendations Committee and the Nominating Committee
meet some weeks prior to Session. Some felt that this was unwieldy and potentially unfair, and
that holding these meetings during Session was preferable. Alternatively, some of those who sat
on this year’s Nominating Committee preferred the system as it gave much more time for the
consideration of names and didn’t compete with the main meetings and reports in the Session.
There was genuine passion and concern expressed by both those who wanted to go back to
the old system, and those who wanted to work to modify and improve the current system.
With the need for a two-thirds majority for change the choice for change was defeated: 61%
for, 38% against. The BUC will continue with the present system while seeking ways to improve it.
Full details of the recommended changes can be found in the supplementary handbook
available online at the bottom of the following web page:
adventist.org.uk/news/2016/buc/consitutional-reform.
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Three ministers ordained
at NEC Session
Sabbath was especially welcome on 23 July
at the Macron Stadium, providing a ‘regime of
calm’ amid the deliberations of a lively North
England Conference session. An estimated
1,700 day visitors joined the 300 or so
church delegates for that Sabbath’s Day
of Fellowship, with many staying for the
afternoon to see Pastors Noel Apugan,
Obinnaya Genbrite Iheoma and Roman
Smejkal being ordained to the Gospel ministry.
Noel hails from the Philippines, and
supported his college studies with the
‘Publishing Student Programme’, selling
literature every summer for seven years until
his graduation in 1992. He found this so
rewarding that he then became a credentialled
literature evangelist, and subsequently an
assistant publishing director, before moving
to the UK in 2003 and attending the Stockport
church as a lay member. Although humble
about his qualities, he was persuaded to join
the NEC pastoral team in 2008 by Stockport’s
pastor, Geoff Smith, who introduced him to
the session congregation. Since then he’s
been serving on the Isle of Man, and,
according to Pastor Smith, Noel’s sense of
humour is proving to be a great asset.
Pastor Iheoma has a different background.
His degrees are in Petroleum Engineering, and
Leadership and Management in Education, but
in 2007 he started studying for the ministry at
Newbold, and after his graduation in 2010 he
served in Scotland until 2013. Pastor Bernie
Holford, then Scottish Mission President,
recalled during his introduction that he took
great pleasure in reviewing the statistics for
Pastor Iheoma’s church, and discovered that
the secret to his success was his remarkable
kindness – particularly in baking bread for his
neighbours.
At 21, Roman Smejkal, having been first
an atheist and then a Buddhist, finally had
his questions answered through Adventist
missionaries in his home town, and accepted
his Creator as Lord. He studied for ministry in
the Czech Republic and came to the North
England Conference, where he has served in
many churches. According to Pastor Llew
Edwards, who introduced him, he’s aflame
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with passion to share the joy he’s found with
those still trapped in unbelief.
The Advent Singers offered meditational
music and Pastor Ian Sweeney, BUC
President, gave a sobering message to
the candidates about Jeremiah’s assistant,
Baruch: after which the pastors all laid on
their hands; Pastor Lorance Johnson read the
candidates their charge; and Pastor Richard

Pastor Roman Smejkal

Pastor Noel Apugan

Jackson welcomed them to the ministry.
Following wonderful singing from the
Handsworth Trio, Pastor Patricia Douglas
prayed for Noel’s wife, Susan; Obinnaya’s
wife, Elizabeth; and Roman’s wife, Miroslava,
and Roman gave the candidates’ response.
The closing hymn – ‘Guide Me, O Thou Great
Jehovah’ – couldn’t have been more apt.
ANDREW PUCKERING

Pastor Obinnaya Iheoma
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The South England Conference welcomes expressions of
interest for the post of Conference Treasurer
Reporting to the President and Board of Trustees, the Treasurer will be required to serve in this
elected role until September 2019.
We are currently seeking an experienced treasurer to lead out in the continuing transformation
of the South England Conference’s treasury functions. The treasurer will ensure the efficiency of
the treasury team, and be responsible for implementation of the financial strategic direction of the
Conference; along with the management and execution of all treasury transactions, reporting, cash
flow, projections, accounting, the maintaining and reviewing of treasury policies and procedures
and the management of security.
To be successful, you should:
• Be a fully qualified chartered accountant
• Have at least 5 years’ relevant and proven management experience
We are looking for someone:
• With the ability to develop good working relationships, along with the skills to communicate and
manage our treasury team
• With the experience of working within the charitable sector
• With the ability to develop good working relationships with a wide range of internal and external
stakeholders
• Willing to adhere to the values and ethos of the Seventh-day Adventist Church
If you have the right skills and level of commitment to be successful in this role, we would like to
hear from you. Please send your CV and supporting statement to: Mrs Jacqui Crawford, Human
Resources Manager of the South England Conference, jcrawford@secadventist.org.uk (telephone:
01923 232 728). If you require a job description it may be obtained from the same source.
All appointments are subject to satisfactory references, a medical, and a successful Disclosure
and Barring Service (DBS) check. Applicants are required to have the right to work within the United
Kingdom.
The decision to elect will rest with the Executive Committee of the South England Conference.
The closing date for applications will be 31 August 2016.

